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Eliminate Consent Searches
In passing the “Comprehensive Policing and Justice Reform Second Emergency Amendment
Act of 2020,”1 the D.C. Council recognized that often when police obtain “consent” to search, the
cooperation is not truly consensual. Rather, civilians waive their rights because they believe they do
not have a choice.2 DC Justice Lab and the Howard law student members of STAAND3 applaud the
Council’s recognition of the problem but propose an alternate solution to ensure that consent
searches are, in fact, voluntary.4 (See Appendix for proposed amended statutory language.)
Consent searches are a widespread problem. Nationwide, over 90% of police searches are
accomplished through the use of the consent exception to the Fourth Amendment. 5 In the District
of Columbia, the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) officers reported approximately 1,093
consent searches of an individual’s property and approximately 1,714 consent searches of an
individual’s person in only five months in 2019. 6 That is well over 500 times per month that a single
department recorded searching people without a warrant or probable cause. There may be many
more encounters that are unreported. 7
Normally, police need a warrant or a good reason—what the law calls “probable cause”—
before they may rummage through an individual’s possessions. But, call it a “consent” search and
police don’t need a shred of evidence to search people’s homes, bodies, or possessions. In this way,
consent creates an end run around people’s fundamental right to privacy and dignity.

“It is easy for the police to get consent from citizens…[L]aw enforcement takes
advantage of the fact that citizens are generally honest and want to be law
abiding citizens…they want to cooperate, they feel obliged to give consent to the
police officer…The police are preying on the public.”
– Ronald Hampton, Retired MPD Officer and former Executive Director of the National Black Police Association 8

Race, “Consent,” and Police Brutality
The District of Columbia Court of Appeals (DCCA) has recognized that people—especially
Black people—have reason to fear police.
As is known from well-publicized and documented examples, an African-American
man facing armed policemen would reasonably be especially apprehensive. The fear
of harm and resulting protective conditioning to submit to avoid harm at the hands
of police is relevant…because feeling ‘free’ to leave or terminate an encounter with
police officers is rooted in an assessment of the consequences of doing so. 9
Social media has made it possible for countless people to watch and share videos of the police killing
citizens like George Floyd, Eric Garner, and Philando Castille. The world watched Georgia police
officers fatally shoot Rayshard Brooks even after he consented to a search that proved he was
unarmed.10 Viewers saw Sandra Bland’s minor traffic stop turn into arrest when she refused a police
request to put out her cigarette.11 Through these examples and countless others, people learn that
when officers politely ask for consent, there may be an underlying threat of physical punishment.
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While watching the videos of deadly police encounters may affect anyone’s perception of
police, the violent images and videos are especially disturbing to the African American community.
Black people see themselves and the ones they love in these encounters, and are fearful. 12 Social
scientists have labeled a concept known as “linked fate” that means that “those who identify with a
group label accepts the belief that individual life chances are inextricably tied to the group as a
whole.”13 When African Americans saw graphic pictures of Michael Brown, an unarmed teenager who
was shot down by a police officer and left in the street for hours,14 it generated “a collective
confirmation that Black lives truly do not matter” to police.15 Consequently, for many Black
individuals, consenting is a survival tactic, not a choice.
While still in middle-school, many Black children are given “the talk” by loving parents or
guardians, to minimize the chance that they will trigger an officer’s violent response during an
encounter.16 Black teenagers are taught to make no sudden movements and comply with whatever
the officer asks.17 Black people who follow this advice will not be able to exercise their rights in an
encounter with police; at least not without a lawyer present.
Consent hits the Black community harder on two fronts. Not only are Black people more likely
than white people to give consent to avoid angering an officer, they are also more likely to be asked
for their consent. Black people made up over 90% of searches in Washington, D.C. in 2019, were more
than six times as likely to undergo a pat-down or search of their person, and were more than five
times as likely to undergo a search of their property. 18
Consent Searches and Harassment
The Office of Police Complaints recommended consent search reform in 2017, noting that the
number of complaints involving searches was large enough to “indicate a pattern of policecommunity engagement that warrants further attention.”19
The Office of Police Complaints (OPC) has received a number of complaints
concerning searches of a person, vehicle, or home that were conducted without
consent. In fact, in fiscal years 2015, 2016 and 2017 so far, OPC received 112
cumulative separate complaints for harassment related to searches. Analysis of the
complaints indicates that 76% of the complainants were African-American. Further,
44% of the complaints are related to incident in the 6th or 7th Districts. This
disproportionate use of consent searches causes concern for the Police Complaints
Board that the practice is undermining community trust in the police, especially in
areas with substantial minority populations.20

“[L]ike many Black men and youth my daily regimen—demeanor, appearance,
socialization, and driving routes—were largely shaped, informed, and even
controlled by probable confrontation with police. This made life extremely
stressful; sadly, my experience reveals that many Black men are more concerned
with unprovoked and hostile police encounters than with violent criminal
elements.”21
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Warnings will Not Suffice
The warning requirement in the Comprehensive Policing and Justice Reform Second
Emergency Amendment Act of 202022 does not adequately ensure that consent searches are
voluntary. Consider what we have learned in the 50 years since the Court decided that suspects must
be given Miranda warning in custody.23 Under the emergency legislation, the police must inform
individuals that they have a right to withhold consent, similar to the way Miranda warnings operate.
And, courts must determine if the consent was given knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily, the
same standard judges apply when evaluating Miranda waivers. However, the Miranda experiment
revealed that most people waive their rights because the power imbalance between officer and
civilian still exists despite oral or written warnings.
There is a growing consensus among scholars and social scientists that Miranda warnings do
not deliver on their promise. Despite the fact that Miranda warnings are ubiquitous on television,
four out of five people waive their rights after hearing them.24 It is generally understood that the
most vulnerable individuals—those most in need of protection from police overreach—are the
most likely to waive their rights. 25 There is “a growing scientific understanding of brain science and
forensic science about problems with Miranda waivers, especially involving vulnerable suspects such
as people with intellectual disabilities, mental illness, and juveniles.” 26 These groups are more
susceptible to authority figures, less likely to fully grasp the import of the warnings and fail to think
about long-term implications. 27 For example, when the teenagers in the Central Park Jogger case were
asked why they waived their Miranda rights, they explained that they did so because they thought
the police would then allow them to leave. 28
Miscomprehension thrives even among people who do not fit into those categories. One
study reported that 70% of people who had never been convicted of a crime misunderstood the right
to silence.29
Women represent another group with heightened risk of waiving rights, in both the Miranda
and consent search contexts.
Studies in psychological reactance—a measure of people's responses to threats to
their liberty—as well as studies on confidence and risk-taking, confirm that gender
contributes to an individual’s compliance with or defiance of authority. These studies
suggest that men may be more willing to challenge authority and terminate a policecitizen encounter, whereas women are more likely to feel compelled to submit to
authority and to continue participating in the interaction even when it is against their
best interests. 30
While this may be a question of personal psychology, it may also stem from societal pressures such
as the pressure on women and girls to be nice or the pressure on Black men to defeat anti-Black
stereotypes.
In fact, social scientists have recently examined the role of “stereotype threat” to explain
Miranda’s failure among Black civilians.31 Because Black people know that society stereotypes Black
people as dangerous criminals, this creates pressure to prove to officers that they are compliant and
innocent. 32 This additional pressure makes it more likely that Black suspects will waive their right to
silence despite warning. The same rationale applies to consent searches. Stereotype threat increases
the likelihood that Black civilians will agree to searches even when they really want police to simply
walk away and leave them alone.
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In addition, “many people believe that police may ignore or penalize a suspect for asserting
Whether true or false, researchers suggest that this viewpoint creates a “unique
vulnerability” for African Americans.34 Without a lawyer to guide them, many people will be too timid
to stand on their rights.
rights.”33

We cannot turn a blind eye to the reality that not all encounters with the police
proceed from the same footing, but are based on experiences and expectations,
including stereotypical impressions, on both sides.
– The District of Columbia Court of Appeals35

In a forthcoming book about consent searches, Howard Law Professor Josephine Ross writes about
working with law students to teach teenagers their rights at Youth Court, a former diversion program
in D.C. Even after the teens learned to say “I don’t consent to searches” and ask “Am I free to leave?”
they had difficulty actually standing up to police officers during role-plays. They worried about
retaliation. One of the participants phrased it as a question that was difficult to answer: “What if the
police think I’m a smart-ass if I ask am I free to leave [and retaliate by hurting or arresting me]?”36
Although the emergency legislation requires proof that individuals waive their rights
knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily, courts will not necessarily treat these terms as the Council
intended. As one group of scholars put it, Miranda “waivers are rarely invalidated by reviewing
courts. Once the warnings are given, ‘courts find waiver in almost every case. Miranda waiver is
extraordinarily easy to show.’”37 For example, “courts regularly find that juvenile suspects as young
as ten years old validly waive constitutional rights that research establishes they do not understand,
and with profound consequences that they do not foresee.”38 The unintended result of Miranda v.
Arizona’s warning requirements is that “courts may tolerate more coercion.” 39 In sum, warnings alone
will not provide sufficient protection when police lack warrants or any justification to search
someone’s home, body, or possessions.

It is not easy to say no to an officer. 40 After all, police have the badge, the gun and the
authority to arrest. In addition to controlling every situation, police have a reputation for punishing
individuals who are uncooperative or not sufficiently submissive. In every officer-civilian encounter,
officers hold all the power. Consent searches are never really consensual.
DC Justice Lab and STAAND urge the Council to eliminate the primary mechanism police use
to harass and racially profile and to allow consent searches only if the person who consents had an
opportunity to speak to a lawyer. (See Appendix for proposed amended statutory language.)
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Appendix: Proposed Amendments
SUBTITLE G. LIMITATIONS ON CONSENT SEARCHES
Sec. 107. Limitations on consent searches.
(a) In cases where a search is based solely on the subject’s consent to that search, and is not
executed pursuant to a valid warrant or conducted pursuant to another exception to the
warrant requirement, the search is invalid and any evidence seized as a result of that search
is inadmissible against any person in a criminal trial, unless the subject:
(1) Is given a reasonable opportunity to confer privately and confidentially with an
attorney; and
(2) Through an attorney, knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily waives their right to
decline the search in writing.
(b) It shall be unlawful for a law enforcement officer to knowingly conduct an invalid search
and the Police Complaints Board shall promulgate rules to implement the provisions of this
section, pursuant to D.C. Code § 5-1106(d).
(c) Any civilian or class of civilians who suffer one or more violations of section (a) of this
section may bring an action in the Superior Court of the District of Columbia to recover or
obtain any of the following:
(1) A declaratory judgment;
(2) Injunctive relief;
(3) Reasonable attorney’s fees and costs;
(4) Actual damages;
(5) Punitive damages; and
(6) Any other equitable relief which the court deems proper.
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